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4 Capacity Development 

4.1 Seminars 

4.1.1 First Seminar 

FIRST SEMINAR OF THE STUDY ON SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN 

a. Program 

Venue: ULAANBAATAR HOTEL

Date: APRIL 26, 2005 

Topic Expositor Time 

1. Opening Address by Mongolian Side MUB or MONE 9:00 – 9:15 

2. Opening Address by the Japanese Side JICA 9.15 – 9:30 

3. Explanation of background and objectives of 
the first seminar 

C/P and Study Team 9.30 – 10:00 

4. Explanation of sanitary landfill and pilot 
project for the improvement of UCDS 

C/P and Study Team 10:00 – 10:40 

Coffee break  10:40 – 11:00 

5. Explanation of six (6) candidates as future 
disposal site(s), selection process and 
decision 

C/P and Study Team 11:00 – 11:50 

6. Question and answer  Participants, C/P and Study 
Team 

11:50 – 12:40 

7. Closing Speech by Mongolian Side MUB or MONE 12:40 – 13:00 

Lunch  13:00 – 14:00 

b. Presentation Materials 
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c. Q & A 

Q1: Mr. Byambatogtokh, World Vision Representative 

I realized that the Pilot project which was presented was implemented in Sri Lanka, so in 
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which other countries have similar pilot projects been implemented? As I have seen on the 

presentation the landfill area will be higher than the ground level due to the daily soil 

covering operation, thus will it have an environmentally adverse effect upon the completion 

of the Landfill area or not? Khoroo No.20 of Songinokhairkhan district has a serious problem 

of bad smell due to the Waste Water Treatment Facility and this bad smell can exist even in 

Khoroo No 6, 1 and 2. The reason why there is a bad smell of Waste Water Treatment 

Facility currently is because of the poor design of the Russians and they did not consider 

about the bad smell which can be emitted nearby area likewise, when you establish the 

Landfill area can you also consider about bad smell that can be emitted at the Final Disposal 

Site. In accordance with City Development Plan of Ulaanbaatar, it is expected that the 

boundary of Ulaanbaatar city will be expanded to Songinokhairkhan District thus, is the 

Narangiin Enger really the right place to establish the Final Disposal Site?    

A1: Mr. Shimura 

We had already implemented similar pilot projects same in about 10 countries. However, the 

weather condition of Sri Lanka was completely different to Mongolia. For instance, the 

annual precipitation in Sri Lanka was 4000 mm whilst the precipitation in Mongolia is 

300-400 mm. Therefore, in Sri Lanka we faced the difficulties that can contaminate the 

ground water as it is rainy country. In other words, after the rain falls in the disposal site there 

is a high risk of contaminating the water as it is absorbed into the soil. In consequence of this, 

it was required to establish a Leachate Facility at the Final Disposal Site. By taking this 

action we have limited the downstream water that can contaminate the ground water and also 

constructed a cut off drain to divert the rain water and flood. Different countries have 

different problems, although there was a water contaminating problem in Sri Lanka, in 

Mongolia there are problems of smoke caused by fire at the disposal site and wastes disposed 

at the site can be scattered by wind everywhere depending on weather conditions. According 

to our estimation, there is unlikely to be a problem of leachate that will be generated at 

Ulaanchuluut Disposal Site, however there is no guarantee that leachate would not be a 

problem at this Disposal Site therefore, we will construct a Leachate Facility. We will also 

provide fencing around the Disposal Site and the embankment will be constructed in a valley. 

After compacting the wastes at the disposal site the daily operation of soil covering will be 

done. A hazardous gas releasing facility will be installed at Ulaanchuluut Disposal Site. For 

the pilot project implemented in Sri Lanka we have estimated to use that disposal site for 10 

to 50 years moreover permanent monitoring is undertaken after the pilot project was 

implemented. But for Mongolia, the most considerable question is the hazardous gas 

(methane gas) that generates at disposal site. The fire catches hold at the disposal site due to 

the wastes continuously discharging methane gas. It is clear that we cannot eliminate the 

methane gas completely therefore we are intend to install a Gas Realeasing Facility at 

Ulaanchuluut Disposal Site.  

Q2: Mr. Ganbold, Governor of Khoroo No.4, Songinokhairkhan District: 

As I have participated in the 1st and 2nd workshops and am also attending this seminar I’m 

quite familiar with this study work and additionally our khoroo closely cooperates with the 

JICA Study Team and the Governor’s Office of Ulaanbaatar city.  The study of this Solid 

Waste Management work is useful and efficient work for the citizens of the Capital City. As 

you know well, 6 districts of Ulaanbaatar city dispose the wastes at Ulaanchuluut Disposal 

Site thus during the implementation of pilot project the access road will be constructed from 

the main asphalt road to the disposal site - do you think if we can have some traffic 

policeman to control the waste collection truck movement?  
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Mr. Delgerbayar, Officer of Public Service Department responded that we will provide 

documents to waste collection truck drivers, so that we will be able to know from which 

khoroo and what kinds of wastes had been collected. After the wastes have been collected the 

Khoroo Governor should make a final record prior to delivery of the wastes to the disposal 

site. Such documentation is required in order to calculate the trip numbers so that we can 

calculate the driver’s salary. Also drivers will compulsory come to the control building to 

weigh their wastes and also a camera might be installed at the control building. Thus wastes 

which have been disposed illegally will be decreased. 

A2: Mr. Shimura: 

Regarding the methane gas removal system, there is a perforated tube inserted into the buried 

waste. Through this tube the methane gas can be removed. The methane gas is generated by 

kitchen waste, but in UB the kitchen waste is only 13% of all waste which is exceptionally 

low by international standards.  

Earlier Mr. Delgerbayar explained about the weigh bridge in detail, I will show a picture that 

shows the inside of the monitoring building, including weigh bridge digital monitor. 

Q3: SKHD 4th khoroo resident, representative of a Tolgoit NGO Ms. Batbileg 

Were there any people present during the selection of the candidate sites and final disposal 

site? Since the choice has been made, how are you going to deal with the sanitation problem 

that occurs in khoroos that are passed through by the collection vehicles? The research shows 

that the new site is far from the residential area, but as we live there I am more familiar with 

the situation and it is very close to the residential area. What would you say about this? 

A2: Mr. Delgerbayar 

There is a shortcoming in some people: for them, if the bad stuff is further away from them it 

is the best solution, even if it means others will get the bad stuff. I think this question has that 

kind of ideology. First, the study team has conducted a survey among the residents of khoroo 

number 4, then the next day we went and introduced the results to them. There are all 

participating and encouraging this study well. To change this bad image about the waste 

disposal site, we are conducting a pilot project with a US$200,000 dollar budget, that will 

transform the current UCDS into an international standard disposal site. At the end, there will 

be a road built to the disposal site, there will be no smell, fire, or scattered waste on and 

around the disposal site. 

The residential area is exactly 1.8 km away from the disposal site, we measured the distance 

from the last family. Also, with the help of the Japanese Government there will be some new 

vehicles introduced that have closed compartments, which will prevent the waste from 

scattering along the road. 

Q4: Water Facility Company Ms. Yanjindulam 

On the pilot project explanation chart, the base of the big excavated area was covered with 

cement. What happens to that cement after the site is full and the whole area is covered with 

soil? Will it affect the environment? Will UCDS become a residential area in the future? 

Earlier you have mentioned that at the weigh bridge they will record the TUK name, waste 

type and amount. So how are you going to differentiate the waste type, will there be 

constructed a separating facility in each district or there will be one central one at the disposal 

site? Also, there are many companies that transport their own waste with own trucks, what 

about those companies? Also, what are you planning to do with the construction waste? 
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A4-1: Mr. Delgerbayar 

In the 2nd phase of the study we will conduct many researches that will show whether the site 

was chosen correctly. It will show if there will be any negative impacts. During those studies 

opinions of the residents will be very important to us. The waste recycling is a very important 

issue, thus we will search for that kind of opportunity. There will be 2 more public hearings 

organized. During them we welcome any opinions and suggestions from the residents. 

A4-2: Mr. Shimura 

There was public opinion survey held in SKHD 4th khoroo and the result was introduced 

there. Most of the residents stressed the importance of waste recycling. Thus, we will conduct 

a pilot project to see if a waste recycling factory can be built and operated. If it is possible, 

there will be many advantages like more employment etc.  

At the moment, there is no work done for hazardous waste in UB, thus we are going to 

conduct research on it, then we will solve the monitoring problem. What do you think, which 

one is better: that hazardous waste is dumped all around the city in secret without being 

identified or identifying the waste and letting the waste generators keep or discharge it? 

Q5: Nalaikh district TUK director Mr. Z. Erdenekhuu 

Our TUK don’t own any heavy equipments like bulldozers to cover the waste with soil, we 

sometimes borrow military vehicles from nearby army station to cover our waste. I heard that 

Nuuts company equipments are being renewed and their budget is being increased three fold. 

Will our TUK receive any of that kind of help? 

A5-1: Mr Delgerbayar 

The Nuuts company budget is set by the city government and they are talking about 

increasing it, thus since your company is not included in the state budget we cannot help you 

with your daily operational costs. However, there is going to be some equipment help from 

the Japanese side. 

A5-2Nuuts company director Mr. Jambaldorj 

When I worked in SKH district Governor’s Office, I used to have a very negative opinion 

about this study. However, my opinion has changed lately. We  should support the project as 

much as we can. People are trying to do a good thing for us. You should receive and read all 

the material that the team has distributed before and ask reasonable questions.  

Q6: Ministry of Environment Ms. Nergui 

The selection of the disposal site was made from a very few candidate sites. These 6 sites are 

badly chosen, for example, 2 of these sites are coal mines. Coal emits methane gas and what 

will happen together with a waste that emits methane gas too, thus this site wasn’t even 

supposed to be suggested at 1st place.  

I want to mention also, that we are talking about building a hazardous waste crematorium. 

Nalaikh district Governor Mr. Sh. Vanganjil: 

I participated in the Second workshop of this study and gained much knowledge about this 

project. I want to confirm that these people came to our khoroo many times, maybe 20 times, 

watching around, asking questions, doing research. I showed them around and tried to help as 

much as I can. We should be grateful; they are doing much work for our benefit. I am 

personally very thankful. They say they don’t want the disposal site, well, give it to me, I 

want it, I will be happy to have such a clean and convenient disposal site, our environment 

will improve, equipment will be renewed, there will be no smoke and waste. The Ministry of 

Environment did not participate in Second workshop, I was looking for them, we were 

divided into groups to talk but no one from MOE was there.  
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You have seen the slide about Sri-Lanka, they don’t have smoke and scattered waste now, it 

was beautiful, they are trying to make it like that, be positive about it. Excuse me, I did not 

mean to offend anyone, if I did. 

Q7: Mr. Byambatogtokh, World Vision Representative 

First of all I think there is nothing wrong with clarifying the positive and negative impacts 

that this study can have, today, right now. Today, from Germany or Japan, doesn’t matter, 

from where people are coming and doing some studies and leaving. Only Mongolians will be 

left to deal with the works that they left. Thus, grandmothers and grandfathers who will live 

in that region should come up and let their voices be heard. We should let them speak out. I 

don’t live in that 4th khoroo but I spend most of my day working there, thus I think this issue 

concerns us too.  

During the 90’s we imported many trolleybuses from Russia, now look at them, cannot use 

but cannot toss them out too. To avoid such problem in the future, we should talk about the 

problems and benefits here. The materials that were handed out today say that the water will 

have worse quality and even though there is no great negative impact on the environment, it 

says that the natural environment will be altered. You also say that there are only 7 families 

living there, which is also a false information, there are about 10,000 families living there. 

Building a new disposal site will probably benefit Bayanzurkh or SKH district Governor’s 

Office in some ways today because their work is being completed. But the residents suffer the 

effects. There a health problems from the polluted water and air. 

A7: Mr. Delgerbayar 

I think that all the residents who are representing the khoroo here are fully speaking their 

mind. We went to 4th khoroo and exchanged our opinions with khoroo residents. They are 

not only in favor of this project but even offered their help, including waste picker. Some said 

that they could help us pick up plastic bags from certain hills etc. You are a young person, 

instead of have these kinds of negative thoughts you should represent your World Vision 

organization and help us in some ways. About that 7 families, we are talking about families 

that are living on Narangiin Enger, not 4th khoroo residents.  

4.1.2 Second Seminar 

a. Objectives 

The objectives of the second seminar were:  

1. To present the proposed M/P and priority projects in order to achieve consensus 
among the stakeholders; and 

2. To explain the pilot projects and seek the active cooperation of relevant 
stakeholders.

b. Outline of the Second Seminar 

The Study’s Second Seminar was held on Wednesday July 6th, 2005 at the 
Ulaanbaatar Hotel in Ulaanbaatar City, from 09.05 to 13.20. 

Upon consideration of the objectives of the seminar 100 participants were invited 
from the following: 

Members of the St/C 
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Members of the Technical Working Group 

Representatives of Duureg and Khoroo governments near proposed priority and pilot 

project sites 

Representatives of residents near proposed priority and pilot project sites 

Representatives of NGOs 

Mass Media. 

Representatives of the Japanese Embassy in Mongolia and of JICA in Mongolia were 
also invited. 

Attachment 1: presents the list of invitees. 

Attachment 2: reports the questions the participants asked and the responses of the 
counterparts and consultants.  

c. Seminar Program 

The seminar program is shown in the table below. 

Topic Expositor Time 

1. Opening Address by Mongolian Side MUB  9:00 – 9:15 

2. Opening Address by the Japanese Side JICA 9.15 – 9:30 

3. Explanation of background and objectives of the 
second seminar 

C/P and Study Team 9.30 – 9:45 

4.1 Explanation of draft M/P and priority projects C/P and Study Team 9:45 – 10:50 

4.2 Question and answer Participants, C/P and 
Study Team 

10:50 - 11:10 

Coffee break  11:10 – 11:30 

5.1 Explanation of pilot projects C/P and Study Team 11:30 – 12:30 

5.2 Question and answer Participants, C/P and 
Study Team 

12:30 - 12:50 

6. Closing Speech by Mongolian Side MUB or MONE 12:50 – 13:00 

Lunch  13:00 – 14:00 

Opening addresses were made by Mr Munkhbayar, General Manager of the Mayor’s 
Office of Ulaanbaatar City, and Mr Yoshio Kanzaki, JICA Resident Representative in 
Mongolia. Closing remarks were made by Mr Ch. Batsaikhan, Specialist of the City 

Development Policy Planning Department. 

Full handouts of the presentation material for items 3, 4.1 and 5.1 were made 
available to participants in both Mongolian and English languages. The presentations 

were made by Mongolian counterparts Mr B Delgerbayar, Officer of the  City 
Maintenance and Public Utilities Division of MUB (items 3, 4 and part of 5.1), and 
Mr Jambaldorj, Director of the Nuuts Company (part of item 5.1). This speeded 

presentation, by avoiding consecutive interpretation, and provided for greater 
counterpart ownership of the material. All Consultant’s Team Members currently in 
Mongolia also attended in order to hear the views of the participants and to assist with 

responding questions. 

Participants were very active in contributing to the discussion and those unable to do 
so in the available time were invited to contact the project at any time via the means 

indicated in the latest Study newsletter, which was also made available to 
participants.  

d. Participants
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There were 100 related people invited to the seminar and 75 people, including 4 uninvited 

guests, actually attended the seminar. The breakdown of the 75 attendants from various 

organizations is as follows: 

MUB 8 Ministries and their departments 12 
District Governor 4 Khoroo Governor 1 
NGOs 3 TUKs 2 
Private companies 2 Residents representatives (Khoroo 4 33 

of SKHD) 
Press 6 JICA Mongolian Office 4 

e. Presentation Materials 
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f. Q & A 

Q1: Mr. Darisuren, Residents’ Representative of Khoroo No. 4, SKh District

I have a few questions to ask. 

1. How the future population forecast is being corresponded to reality? 

2. For the waste discharge and collection system in planned area it was mentioned that the 

guards and cleaners of apartments will carry wastes which were collected in an entrance to 

the compactor truck for loading. Most of the guardman of the entrance are the old people or 

only a woman who is not strong so do you think these people can carry the waste to 

compactor for loading? 

3.  When I was in army there was an arm roll container truck if this kinds of truck is 

available it will be useful and better for the guardman because they do not need to collect the 

wastes in their entrance and take it to the compactor truck for loading as these people are not 

strong enough. The public container will be outside of the apartment so all the residents of 

that apartment should dispose the waste in that container then the guardman will collect the 

wastes which were only disposed  outside of the container and put it to public container.This 
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kinds of procedure will be easier for the guardman instead of collecting wastes in their 

entrances.  

4. Currently, dump truck is collecting wastes in unplanned ger area and even they have a 

covering on top of the wastes in dump truck it catches a wind and scattered everywhere while 

it was loading to Ulaanchuluut Disposal Site. In this regard, if available, these dump trucks 

should be replaced by compactors or the waste collection trucks which are not open on top. 

(the tops are not open)  

5. I liked your financial system of waste collection fee which is included in your Master Plan. 

6. It seems like the current waste pickers working at Sorting yard are working with good 

earnings at the moment so if in case they will be asked to work on Sorting yard the salary 

provided to them will be same as their previous income or not. I hope the salary wouldn’t be 

less than their previous income. Did you conduct a survey in accordance with this matter?   

A1-1: Mr. Delgerbayar 

You have asked some valuable questions that we should consider in our Master Plan. For 

your first question regarding future population forecast, we have taken these numbers 

officially from National Statistic Center and as we can see these official report the numbers 

of population is expected to be in increased in the future. 

A1-2: Mr. Shimura: 

I would like to respond for the question of waste discharge and collection system. For the 

question of guards and cleaners will carry the waste that collected in entrance in their 

apartment, the condition of every apartment is different than each other while some of the 

apartment has dust chute and the residents dispose the waste in their apartment dust chute 

however, for some apartment the residents just put the waste outside of the door and the 

guard and cleaners collect it and carry it to waste collection truck for loading. Even there are 

some apartments which has only the public container outside of the apartment and residents 

dispose the waste in that public container. Concerning with these different condition we are 

going to implement the different system for this. Moreover than this, in accordance with our 

study we will find out who will load the waste and there is a variable system that we can 

carry out. Current waste discharge and collection system is different than another and the 

presentation is done for this question. The most important thing of waste discharge and 

collection system is the residents and waste collectors (loaders). Therefore, these two parts 

should fix the certain day and time to collect the waste. For instance, in my office building, 

somebody has put the cigarette butt in dust chute in couple months ago and there occurred 

two incidents almost to catch the fire. I think the problem with this is because we didn’t fix 

the certain day and time to collect the waste therefore, the wastes can catch the fire in dust 

chute and not only this even, there is a potential risk of building can catch a fire. Another 

example is there is a public container just in front of my rented house as I have noticed the 

apartment residents dispose the waste any time they wanted thus sometimes because of 

someone’s careless action it catches a fire, briefly saying the residents have established a 

dump site just outside of their building. In consequence of this action, we would not like to 

introduce the public container system through our study. Because nobody is responsible for 

cleaning this public container and nobody owns it however, if someone will bear the 

responsible for this no problem we can use the public container system. I know the dump 

truck is open on top and these kinds of dump trucks are being used for collecting wastes in 

ger area currently. Only the problem for this dump truck is light wastes can be scattered 

everywhere on the way to disposal site thus considering this problem we are intended to 

introduce the compactor or waste collection truck which is closed on top in accordance with 
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our Master Plan. We have conducted a survey on waste pickers daily income, the result 

shows the daily average income of waste pickers was 3500 tug (three thousand and five 

hundred tugricks). If you have seen a waste picker that was driving a truck that vehicle can be 

a Company truck or middleman’s own truck who purchases the raw materials and recyclable 

wastes.                  

A1-3: Mr. Delgerbayar, Officer of Public Service Department 

We have conducted a survey regarding waste pickers daily income. It was 2500 tug (two 

thousand and five hundred tugricks only) however, we are going to cooperate with a project 

on “Improvements for waste pickers” jointly funded by initiative of sustainable countries, 

Canadian Fund and UNDP to take action for how to stop waste picking, to include the waste 

pickers in vaccination and to register the waste pickers, genders etc. In other words, as we 

will cooperate together with this Canadian project we will conduct a detailed study regarding 

waste pickers.   

Q2: Mrs Gantsetseg, Residents’ Representative of Khoroo No. 4, SKh District 

What are you going to do with sludge of Ulaanchuluut Disposal Site what action is to be 

taken? Are you going to doze this sludge by dozer or cover it by soil? 

A2: Mr. Delgerbayar: 

We will talk about this question clearly on our next presentation.     

Q3: Ministry of Environment specialist Khishigjargal 

I have 2-3 proposals, firstly, I think the fact that Ger khoroo produces 4 times more waste 

than apartment khoroo but receives less collection service might bring up some negative side 

effects. 2. About the fixed collection system, our country had this kind of system 15 years 

ago during the communist times, I think now people’s ideologies have changed, much more 

advertisement and teachings would be needed to create the conditions needed to introduce 

this system. 3. Narangiin Enger site is still located above the wind direction like the current 

disposal site. Please, take into your consideration that we are still receiving lots of complaints 

about this issue. 4. People working at the disposal site currently would not want to work for 

lesser salary, what would you propose to solve this? 5. You proposed this cross subsidy 

method in collecting the collection fee. Ministry of Environment is in charge of the collection 

fee and we have decided about collecting it according to the family members’ number not the 

income level. Thus, do you have any other alternative solution? 6. On the lowest level of the 

landfill, do you plan to create a protecting level that will protect the soil from the pollution? 

A3-1: Mr. Shimura 

Majority of the waste produced in Ger area, in fact, 90% percent is ash. The major cause of a 

problem with keeping waste at home is kitchen waste. However, ger area produces very small 

amount of kitchen waste, can say doesn’t produce at all. This is the first reason of proposing 

to collect less frequent from Ger area, secondly, collection from ger area requires more costs. 

2. I really appreciate the old communist time fixed collection system. Fixed collection system 

is agreed to be the best system all over the world. In Japan all the municipalities have to 

submit their fixed schedule and follow it strictly. 

A3-2: Nuuts company director Mr. Jambaldorj 

Reply to your 6th question, we have just talked about the landfill layers in detail, thus, I will 

not talk about it again. 

A3-3: Governor’s Office, City Renovation Department specialist Mr. Delgerbayar 

I would like to add a few things. The main reason of building the landfill is the issue you just 

mentioned. We want to build a disposal site that will not pollute the environment and the city. 

The landfill is surrounded by a “green wall” and fence, and site workers would cover the 
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waste with soil on a daily basis so that it will not let the waste to be scattered by wind. I will 

answer the 4th question now. The waste pickers will not receive a salary by working at the 

sorting yard, they will sort and pick their waste as they are doing now and with the same 

principle they will sell those items. What we are doing is we are organizing them, giving 

them better working condition, also they will be vaccinated. 5th question, Ministry of 

Environment only has to come up with the collection methods, not the collection amount. 

MUB has a right to select the amount of payment, it is stated so in the law. 

A3-4: Mr. Shimura 

About the financial system, I would like to add something, ger area receives comparatively 

less collection service, and it only receives 50-55% of service while apartment area receives 

100% of service. The reason why it happens this way is that ger area collection fee is 2-3 

times more than of apartment area. Thus collection rate from ger area reaches only 10-20% 

and apartment area 100%. Without solving this problem with differences Ulaanbaatar city 

residents cannot 100% receive collection service. Our ST cannot make decision on this, 

Mongolian side can. Our team will pay much attention to improve ger area fee collection 

system. There is no better solution or system on collecting fees than cross subsidy. Here I 

would like to say to the participants from the Ministry of Environment to regularly attend our 

weekly meeting and give your opinions there often. 

Q4: Noosimpex company director Tsolmon 

Our Company was established in 1992 and since then we are producing toilet paper with 

recycled paper using Japanese machines and technology. First of all, I would like to express 

my gratitude to your ST for conducting this study that will solve our city solid waste 

management issue. On previous presentation it showed that waste paper amount is 28.7 tons. 

Do you have separate information on recyclable and non-recyclable waste paper amount? I 

think there should be conducted lots of training for public and it is best if solid waste lessons 

are included in middle school program. Also, I think it is a very good idea to collect separated 

waste from apartment entrance. However, the Chirigami Kokan system might cause a price 

increase when middle-men collect waste items and sell to us, thus is it possible to give to the 

producers directly? My last question is about the sorting yard that will be built on the disposal 

site. The waste separated there will be sold to producers or just given for free like it is done in 

Japan, in Japan I heard that it is given for free almost like a reward for recycling waste. 

A4-1: Mr. Shimura 

According to our winter WACS, the waste paper rate was 5.2, however we did not conduct a 

detailed survey on how many percent is recyclable paper. But I think that it is possible to 

obtain a rough data during one of our pilot projects, Chirigami Kokan. 

A4-2: Governor’s Office, City Renovation Department specialist Mr. Delgerbayar 

When we say middle-men we refer to anyone who buys the recyclable waste, including the 

producers, we think that producers mainly will receive the waste directly from the 

households. We also think that we will distribute Mongolian made toilet papers to support 

domestic production. We will not only collect waste paper but also many different types of 

recyclable waste and will work closely on materials for RDF. However, about the waste 

distribution on sorting yard, we haven’t decided yet how to give, for free or sell. We will 

meet certain amount of cost issue during the sorting procedures and haven’t decided yet about 

how to reclaim that cost. About the training, we will conduct lots of training, distribute 

brochures, and will have volunteers and train them. 

Q5: State Inspection Agency Inspector Oyundari 

It is said that there will be 4 final disposal sites. Will all this sites have the same operational 
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system as Narangiin Enger? What about hazardous waste? Have you planned a facility? 

A5-1: Mr. Shimura 

We will give an idea of how to be organized, how to operate and how to manage the daily 

land filling operations to other three sites. We will give them instructions. The most 

important site is Narangiin Enger, 90% of all city waste is delivered there thus our study is 

focusing on improving this site. 2. Yes I agree that hazardous waste issue is very important. 

However, Narangiin Enger is a disposal site for non-hazardous waste only. Thus, every 

vehicle coming to the site will be inspected for a hazardous waste and if it carries hazardous 

waste it will not be allowed in. Control building will record the origin of the waste and its 

type. If the vehicle is carrying suspicious waste it will be checked. Our study will not include 

the hazardous waste, however to know the amount of hazardous waste we conducted factory 

survey. But the result was none, that there was no any hazardous waste produced in 

Ulaanbaatar. The reason for this false result is that we haven’t cooperated with Inspection 

agencies thus factories hid the real data. If you need this survey to be conducted again, we 

ask Inspection agency to work closely with us. 

A5-2: Governor’s Office, City Renovation Department specialist Mr. Delgerbayar 

I will add something here; Ministry of Health together with World Health Organization has 

conducted a medical waste survey. We agreed to cooperate on that matter and on disposal 

issue with them. There is a working group established especially to point out the hazardous 

waste disposal site.  

4.1.3 Third Seminar 

a. Background and Objectives 

a.1 Background 

The Study on Solid Waste Management Plan for Ulaanbaatar City in Mongolia (hereinafter 

called the Study) is being conducted from November 2004. The original study schedule 

consists of the two phases and would end March 2006.  

As stipulated in the scope of work of the Study, which was discussed and agreed upon 

between the Municipality of Ulaanbaatar (MUB) and JICA on 13th September 2004, both 

MUB and JICA have agreed to conduct a Phase 3 study in order to monitor and follow-up the 

projects and programs to be proposed in the Study. Consequently the Study schedule has 

been revised as shown in the Figure below and consists of the following three phases: 

Phase 1: Formulation of the Master Plan (M/P) 

Phase 2: Feasibility Study for Priority Projects and Implementation of Pilot Projects 

Phase 3: Monitoring and follow-up of the projects and programs to be proposed in the 

Study  
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Figure 4-1: Revised Study Schedule 

Phase 1 of the Study has been completed by the end of May 2005 and the JICA study team 

(the Team) in close collaboration with the counterpart (the C/P) has prepared a draft M/P. 

Based on the draft M/P the Team and the C/P conducted the priority projects for the 

feasibility study and several pilot projects in the Phase 2 of the Study. The Phase 2 

commenced from mid-June 2005 and ended mid-March 2006. In order to monitor and 

follow-up the projects and programs proposed in the Study, the Phase 3 study is being 

conducted from April 2006 and will end February 2007. 

a.2 Objective

The objectives of the third seminar are:  

To present the results of the Study to stakeholders;  

To share the important experiences of the Study in order to implement the proposed 

M/P; and 

To exchange opinions among stakeholders in order to smoothly implement the M/P. 

b. Outline of the Third Seminar 

b.1 Date and Venue 

Date:  January 5th (Fri), 2007  

Place:  Mongolia-Japan Center in Ulaanbaatar City 

b.2 Participants

Upon consideration of the objective of the seminar, the participants will be invited from the 

following organizations: 

Members of the St/C 

Members of the Technical Working Group 

Representatives of Duureg and Khoroo governments near proposed priority and pilot 

project sites 

Ulaanbaatar Citizens who are interested in SWM 

Representatives of NGOs 

Mass Media 

c. Seminar Program 
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The seminar program is shown in the table below. 

Topic Expositor Time 

1. Opening Address by Mongolian Side MUB  10:00 – 10:15 

2. Opening Address by the Japanese Side JICA 10.15 – 10:30 

3. Explanation of Background and Objectives of 
the Third Seminar 

Chairman of JICA advisory 
committee

10.30 – 10:45 

P.1 Explanation of the M/P  C/P 10:45 – 11:15 

P.2 Explanation of the Pilot Project on 
Collection System Improvement 

C/P or Study Team 11:15 – 11:45 

P.3 Question and answer on P.1 and P.2 Participants, C/P and Study 
Team 

11:45 - 12:00 

P.4 Pilot Project on Organization of Waste 
Pickers

C/P 12:00 – 12:30 

Lunch Break  12:30 – 14:00 

P.5 Results of the Second Mixed Combustion 
Test of RDF with Coal 

Study Team 14:00 – 14:30 

P.6 RDF System in Sapporo Member of JICA advisory 
committee

14:30 – 15:00 

P.7 Question and answer on P.4, P.5 and P.6 Participants, C/P and Study 
Team 

15:00 - 15:30 

P.8 Exchange of Opinions for Smooth 
Implementation of the M/P 

Participants, C/P and Study 
Team 

15:30 – 15:50 

Coffee break  15:50 – 16:10 

P.9 Conclusions and Recommendations C/P and JICA advisory 
committee

16:10 – 16:20 

4. Closing Speech by Mongolia - Japan Center Mongolia – Japan Center 16:20 – 16:30 

d. Presentation Materials 
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e. Q & A 

Q1: Mr.D.Tsogbadrakh (Member of a local NGO, Tolgoit) 

Ash from generated Ger area will be dumped in disposal site and covered by soil according to 

Master Plan. We thought about produce a block by ash. I know one company named “San 

Origu”, Director’s name is Mr.Olombayar. They produce some productions such as fence 

railings, lid of sewerage by plastic bags in place of wood. So, I want study team to go 

towards on Ger area. 

A1: Mr.Ts.Bold (Head of City Maintenance Public Utilities Agency (CMPUA) 

We thought that what to do by ash. Many of people talk about make a block by ash and do 

that. But they stopped producing. Since radioactive substance is discharged from it, 

Specialized Inspection Agency is not allowed to produce it. So, it is impossible to produce 

the block at the present. 

I know that “San Orgio” company. They produce railings and lid of sewerage by plastic bags 

and plastic bottles. They turned to us for selling is limited and we helped them. Their 

company was located in Darkhan-Uul province. Now they are moving in Khoroo 9 of 

Chingeltei district in here from Darkhan-Uul. We provide raw material and require them to 

produce sewerage lids of 6 types in high quality. They installed 10 lids but only 2 lids in here 

without stolen. Those 2 lids are sagged and cracked. Therefore we asked to them to install 

reinforce bars into sewerage lids in order to improve a quality. 

Q2: Ms.Ch.Ulzii (Residents) 

I studied in Japan and came back in here recently. Dust bin is not enough in city. At least 

there isn’t dust bin at the bus stations. It is necessary to produce dust bins for a source 

separation like “San Orgio” company (above-mentioned). 
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Result of survey is limited in my opinion. In ger area, only ash is mentioned according to 

your survey. In apartment area, waste will be collected from front of entrance according to 

your pilot project. But people park their car front of entrance. Also, you mentioned container, 

there are containers in old buildings area. But new apartments are dust chute system. 

A2: Mr.Ts.Bold 

You’re right. There is not enough in UB city. We are increasing number of dust bin by way 

of make dust bin by stone and concrete. However we place 1500-2000 dust bins a year, 

population is increasing and people break it, so number of dust bin is still few. If put dust bins 

of 150000-200000 in UB city, it is enough. But our country’s budget is low. But we will try 

to increase number of dust bin without tell any pretext. 

Residents already saw collection truck with melody. Collection truck with melody collects 

waste from apartments without dust chute. 

Regarding increase awareness, City governor and district governor are starting to spend for 

advertising from now. We made social officers of school educational training of environment 

issue for school children on 1st of September. We are planning to continue this training. 

Q3: Mr.Batsuren (leader of “Myangat” Housing Association, Ch district, Khoroo 2) 

JICA study team members performed a lot of work. I have comments. I understood that 

implement operation smoothly from waste collection to covering soil. But you should pay 

attention for proceed of waste collection. It is necessary to conduct campaign activity to 

increase people’s awareness. I am afraid If you don’t do that, your good project might be not 

implementing. It is improper to place waste inside of building. It makes problems for 

cleaners. They spent a lot of time for collect resident’s waste from inside of building. Need to 

increase their salary. According to waste flow survey in 2006, 164 ton waste generated per 

day. According to waste flow survey in 2020, 520 ton waste will be generated per day. It 

seems to only cleaners will collect large amount waste. 

We have not any place to keep waste, so waste might be scatter. I suggest placing dust bin 

with lock, made by iron between 3 apartments. Cleaners’ responsible key of lock. When 

generate waste, they will open the dust bin and discharge into dust bin. When collection truck 

comes, they open the dust bin and collection worker collect from it.  

A3: Mr.Ts.Bold 

We don’t agree with dust bin with lock. We were using container, high is 1 meter 2 years 

ago. But there were various problems caused by containers such as breeding flies and coming 

homeless people. Therefore, we don’t use container again. 

Q4: Ms.L.Dolgarmaa (Officer of WWF):  

At first, I want to appreciate to JICA study team members for their hard work. I understand 

that innovation is running for recycling and reuse issue.  

I live pilot project area. Awareness of residents is very low. They discharge waste inside of 

building when collection truck just go away. Our WWF is conducting some activity in order 

to include educational training of environmental protection into school curriculum. 

Concerning hazardous industrial waste, it seems not mentioned much at the Seminar. Did you 

include issue of the hazardous industrial waste in Master Plan? Will be RDF used only at 

Heating plan? Or household can use it? 

A4-1: Mr.Ts.Bold 

Hazardous industrial waste is not included in Master plan. Hazardous waste disposal site is 

constructing nearby Bagakhangai district under a law. Technical working group is appointed 
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last year. Mr.Ch.Batsaikhan (Expert for Ecological Policy Urban Development Division) is 

chairman of TWG. 

JICA study team members constructed special waste site in UCDS. 

Regarding RDF, proposed to use it at the power plants which higher combustion, furnace 

temperature range between from 640 to 855. It means, it is impossible using for households. 

If household use RDF in sample furnace, it will smolder. Also need to petrol in order to fire. 

A4-2: Mr.B.Delgerbayar (Director of Solid waste management division, CMPUA) 

In the beginning, hazardous industrial waste issue is not included in Master plan according to 

contract. In the future, we will make a request to Japanese side to help for hazardous and 

medical waste. 

Since standard of RDF combustion is designated, only 3 power plants which are Nalaikh 

heating plant, Baganuur heating plant and 3rd power plant can combust RDF. We should 

control usage of RDF to prevent from household use it. 

Q5: Ms.Ya.Ariulzul (Head of Division on Environment, Geodesy and Cartography) 

1.How did you calculate amount of mixture? 2. Cost of 1 ton RDF is how much? 3. How 

many tons RDF will be produced a year and how many tons RDF of them will be burned at 

the heating plant? 4. Sawdust is included in material content of RDF? 5. Is RDF and coal 

mixed and burned in Japan? 

I want to ask Mr.Delgerbayar next questions. Issue of industrial waste and illegally dumped 

waste is included in Master plan? Is there any survey of generation amount per day by a 

person in Mongolia? Where did you hold population data? You estimated population of UB 

city will be 1,150,000. But current population is like this.  

A5-1: Mr.Bold 

Industrial waste and old waste is not included in Master plan. We requested to conduct survey 

of construction waste. JICA study team conducted construction waste survey on 50 

construction companies.  

A5-2: Mr.Shimura 

1. We calculated coal consumption based on speed of feeding Conveyor. 2. During 

the trial period cost of RDF was high. It was 500$. But there were various items 

included such as equipment cost, repairing of facilities and depreciation in total cost.  

In the future, 1 ton of RDF production cost will be 50$ by 2010. 3. We planned 

production of RDF 2210 tons in 2010, 9010 tons in 2015, 23700 tons in 2020 a year. 

4. Sawdust is not included in RDF content. Plastic 75% and paper 25%. 5. In the 

case of Japan, RDF and coal not mix and burn. We burn RDF at the RDF 

combustion factories. 

A5-3: Mr.Delgerbayar

1. Generation amount is calculated precisely. A person will generate waste of 294 

gram in summer and 700 gram in winter (included ash).  

2. JICA study team estimated forecast of future population based on “Population 

Projections of Mongolia, National Statistic Office of Mongolia”. We said UB city 

population will be 1 million by February. But study team keeps their position that is 

forecast of future population must be based on national statistic of Mongolia.  

3. Regarding construction waste, generation amount is 60 tons per day in winter and 

123 tons per day in summer. 10% of total amount is not dumped at UCDS. It seems 
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impossible to use until 2008, if construction waste will dump at the disposal site. We 

are planning solve the problem of construction waste within 2008. 

Q6: Mr.Bulgan (Chief of Department of Production, service and punishment, 

Chingeltei district governor’s office) 

We changed container system to bell collection system in September, 2005. This 

time governors did not accept it. Many problems caused by container system are 

solved by bell collection. JICA study team modified this bell collection system and 

now implementing smoothly. We requested schools and kindergarten to conduct 

educational training on environment issue of air pollution and global warming. We 

have not received reply from them yet. 

Q7: Mr.Ch.Oyunbaatar (Chief of Department of Production, service and 

punishment, Khan-Uul district governor’s office) 

Firstly, I want to appreciate to JICA study team for successfully implementation of 

Master plan.  I have few questions. 1. How solve to industrial waste and hazardous 

waste? In our district, industrial waste and hazardous waste is 30% from total 

amount waste. 2. How to solve transporting waste by illegally? 3. NEDS will be 

started to construct from 2008 according to your implementation plan. So, 

implementation plan will break for 1 year. Is it possible to antedate this period? 3. I 

understood that around 300 waste pickers are working at the disposal site. If City 

Mayor provides 40-50 ger to them, waste pickers who are not at the disposal site 

might work at the disposal site in order to improve their live hood. 

A7:Mr.Ts.Bold 

We need to cooperate with Land agency in order to solve illegally dumped waste. 

We have one way, people clean illegally dumped waste generated site and transport 

to the disposal site. Then they can owner the site. 

Concerning the construction of NEDS, Japan side announces a tender for construct 

design in spring of 2007. After that contractor will be decided and start to 

construction of NEDS. Also, budget will be decided on April, 2007 

Concerning improvement of waste pickers live hood, we provided ger to waste 

pickers. But few waste pickers sold it or some ger burned. We don’t want to enter 

waste pickers who are not working at the UCDS. Because most of them are low 

awareness. If they come in UCDS, Nuuts company can’t control them, can’t organize 

them.

Q8: Mr.Ch.Oyunbaatar: 

But there is 10 hectare land with ash of 2 meters in Nalaikh district. Do people own 

this land? I have doubt it.  

I heard about “improvement of waste pickers live hood” project of Canada. 

A8-1: Mr.Ch.Bold 

Yes. Propose of the project is to help to waste pickers by various way. For example: 

to provide clothes and immunity against disease so on. But the project not 

implemented. Because, budget of the project is 35000$. Since Canada is 

immigration country, they can’t spend a lot of budget like this. So they stopped the 

project.

A8-2: Mr.Ch.Batsaikhan (Expert for Ecological Policy Urban Development 

Division):

JICA study team worked very hard for 2 years. We were discussing about industrial 
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waste will be included in Master plan. If we included industrial waste in Master plan, 

JICA study team had to conduct survey for 3-4 years. Therefore we did not include 

issue of industrial waste. But they implemented pilot projects while they are 

implementing Master plan. It is big success.  

Concerning old waste, we can solve it through people can lease land when they 

clean illegally dumped waste of the site. 
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